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President's Message:
Hello Everyone,
Another summer has passed and although Fall in San Diego is not the spectacular 
season it is in other places, we do feel the change and welcome a respite from such hot 
temperatures.  Fall is a time of reflection, a time of harvest, a time of taking stock of 
one's growth throughout this year's Spring and Summer.  As the days get shorter it is 
time to prepare for the introspection of Winter, to cultivate our internal space for a 
Spring birth and the promise of growth for next year. 

What are your plans? Where will you be?   

SDRC is planning for next year too!!  And we need your help!  If you have not returned 
your survey, please do so.  There is a copy here in this Newsletter that you can print and 
send to us via snail mail or email if possible.  It will help us choose the Gathering Events 
for next year, as we aim to offer events that are meaningful to YOU!!

As part of the season's internal search, to touch a clearer part of ourselves, we are 
offering 2 exciting events in November and December.  Both pertain to those messages 
from Spirt, from our Higher Selves, from our Guides and Teachers that we sometimes 
can't hear on our own.  Reiki of course will strengthen that deeper bond and open the 
door of intuition wider and wider.  But it is always nice to have confirmation.  Nov 9th, 
Elivia Melodey will be offering "Messages from Spirit".  She is a gifted Medium and will 
have a personal message for each attendee. The Gathering is limited to 30 participants -
so if you are interested sign up soon.  On Dec 7th at our "Holiday Celebration", Cat 
Garrett and I will be working a 'Spirit Board' to touch into our collective deeper knowing 
and answer some of your questions.  We will offer an opportunity for those who need 
personal time and then have a group session to answer questions that pertains to all 
attendees, our community, and then our greater humanity.  Start thinking now and 
prepare your internal soil for your most desired messages and answers.  Both events 
will be interesting and perhaps enlightening.  Watch for more details.

As always it is a pleasure to offer whatever action and wisdom I can.
In loving service,
Namaste
Mary-Joy  
Mary-Joy Neuru  President, San Diego Reiki Corps …

a professional organization supporting the community through education and outreach.

Save the Dates:

Gatherings
October 19th -
Reiki Master Congress
9:00a-4:30p
Registration required
Escondido

Nov 9th -
Messages from Spirit
with Elivia Melodey
1:30-4:30 Unity SD

Dec 7th -
Holiday Celebration
1:30-4:30

Serra Mesa Library
San Diego

Outreach -
Visit the website
sandiegoreikicorps.org
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Join us for this rare opportunity to collect our energy, inform the thought field 
and lay the groundwork for a legal paradigm of what we want as standards and 
criterion that will eventually be the requirements  for licensing and Insurance 

reimbursement.  Let your voice be heard!!
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SDRC   Vision for the Future
As we move into the 21st Century, the Board of San Diego Reiki Corps, is looking at how it can best serve you and 
grow with the changing needs of its members and the community.   Since our last Conference we are looking to the 
future and brainstorming thoughts & ideas on new and old topics.  We would like your feedback.  Thank you for 
taking a few minutes to complete the survey.  Feel free to add additional information on the back or on a second 
sheet of paper.  When you are done, save it and send it back as an attachment to: mary-joy@maryneuru.com

1. Mark 5 educational topics you would most like to attend at an SDRC Gathering? 

______Compare/contrast healing modalities ______Current research

______Reiki styles-compare/contrast ______How to start/maintain/document a practice

______Reiki standards/protocols/definitions ______Working with Guides and Angels

______Essential Oils and the Chakras ______Cranial Sacral Therapy

______Meditation/Guided Meditation ______Animal Reiki

______Raising Vibrations/Laugh Yoga ______Toning/Voice as Healing Modality

______Shifting Poverty Consciousness ______Edgar Cayce and Healing

______Art as Healing Therapy ______Flower Readings/Mediumship

______Healing Faire ______Reiki and The Law

______Psychic Faire ______Numerology

______Alzheimer and Reiki ______Tools that are fun and help (pendulum etc.)

______Electromagnetic Tools ______Hands on Clinic or Introduction to Reiki

2. Our focus is on education; what additional gatherings would you like to attend?
______Reiki Shares ______Picnic ______Bowl Ceremony

Other_____________________________________

3. When are you most likely to attend a gathering?
______Weekday evening ______Saturday morning ______Saturday afternoon
which evening_______________ ______Sunday afternoon

4. Which do you depend on most to stay up-to-date on SDRC events and news?
______Twitter ______SDRC Website ______Facebook
______SDRC e-mails ______Constant Contact      ______Grapevine          ______Meet-up

5. What kind of content do you look for or like best on our website?
______Articles ______Pictures of events ______Research Articles ______Quick Tips

______Master Calendar ______Directory of Reiki Shares/Trainings/Clinics

6. How can SDRC support your Reiki path?
7. Additional Suggestions (continue on reverse or another sheet):
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SDRC Gathering Photos - August 24th, 2019

EFT Tapping w/ Michelle Leuschen

This was such a brilliant event!!  Michelle was amazing! With her finely 
tuned intuition, she was able to follow the energy - watching it change 
as the volunteer tapped.  She was then able to assist in fine tuning the 

accompanying statements to really dig into and shift the issues while we 
watched!  Amazing!  Thank you Michelle!!
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2019 Photos

SDRC September Gathering

September 14th -

Body & Soul Nourishment 
with Elaine Bryan 
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We were all delighted by the food 
and the presentation!! Elaine is so 
well informed about nutrition and 
how the body likes real foods that 
combine nutrients instead of the 

effect of single vitamins.  
I thought I knew about nutrition, but 

Elaine took the subject to a whole 
new level.  She even discussed the 
color of foods and how they enrich 
the body.  I would definitely go to 

another presentation on the subject 
- if Elaine is talking about it!!

Unbelievable - the food was all 
vegetarian and very yummy!

Elaine also works with Doctors and 
Cancer patients!!
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SDRC Outreach - Photos

Walk to End Alzheimer's
Kit Carson Park, Escondido-Sept 28th, 2019

Two Reiki Practitioners braved the rain 
in Escondido to offer Reiki at the 
North County Alzheimer's Walk.  

Terry Wolfe and Tammy Gillespie.  
Great job ladies!!!  END ALZ Thanks you!


